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INTRODUCTION
Chen and Yui [5] constructed a modular equation for the Thompson
series Tg and investigated their properties. Also they proved that singular
values of Tg (i.e., the values at suitable imaginary quadratic numbers)
generate ring class fields of associated quadratic orders.
In this paper, we give an analog in the function field case for a generator
m of the function field C(X0(T)) for the Drinfeld modular curve X0(T) of
genus 0.
In Section 1, we recall some definitions and results on Drinfeld modular
forms and modular curves.
In Section 2, we define a function m and prove that it is a generator of
C(X0(T)).
In Section 3, we define the modular equation of m and prove that some
singular values of m are algebraic integers.
In Section 4, we prove that singular values of m generate ring class fields
over an imaginary quadratic field K.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let k be the rational function field Fq(T) over the finite field Fq and
A=Fq[T]. Let k. be the completion of k at .=(1/T) and C be the
completion of the algebraic closure of k.. On k, we consider the degree
valuation deg: kQ Z 2 {−.}, xW deg x associated with the infinite place
. of k. The corresponding absolute value | | is normalized by |T|=q. An
extension of | | to C is fixed throughout.
Let W=C−k. and let C(1)=GL2(A). Then the group C(1) acts on W
in the following way: if c=(ac
b
d) ¥ C(1) and z ¥ W, then
c(z)=
az+b
cz+d
.
For n ¥ A, let
C(n)=˛Ra b
c d
S ¥ C(1) : Ra b
c d
S — R1 0
0 1
S mod nˇ
and
C0(n)=˛Ra b
c d
S ¥ C(1) : c — 0 mod nˇ .
For a congruence subgroup C, the quotient C0W has the structure of a
rigid analytic space. The canonical smooth compactification of C0W is the
space C0Wg, with a convenient topology, where Wg=W 2 P1(k) ([11]).
The points of C0P1(k) are the cusps of C0Wg. We will denote by X(n)
and X0(n) the spaces C(n)0Wg and C0(n)0Wg, respectively.
Proposition 1.1 [4]. Suppose that n is irreducible. Then the cusps of
X0(n) are represented by 0=(1 : 0) and .=(0 : 1).
For z ¥ W, we let Lz=[z, 1]=Az+A be the rank 2 A-lattice in C. Then
it induces a Drinfeld module fz of rank 2 determined by
fzT=TX+g(z) X
q+D(z) Xq
2
.
The j-invariant j(z) of fz is defined to be g(z)q+1/D(z). Let L=p¯A be the
rank 1 A-lattice in C associated to the Carlitz module,
rT=TX+Xq.
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Define
e=e(z) :=p¯z D
l ¥ A
11− z
l
2
t=t(z) :=e−1
s=s(z) :=tq−1
tn :=t(z/n) for 0 ] n ¥ A.
A meromorphic modular form for C of weight k is a meromorphic function
f: WQ C that satisfies:
(1) f(c(z))=(cz+d)k f(z);
(2) f is meromorphic at the cusps of C.
We briefly explain the last condition. Let z ¥ P1(k) and n ¥ GL2(k) with
n(.)=z. Now (2) means that f p n has a convergent series expansion with
respect to a parameter at z for C0W. Note that s (resp. tn) is a parameter at
. for X0(n) (resp. X(n)).
A modular form for C of weight 0 is called a modular function for C. Let
C(Y) denote the function field of Y=C0Wg which is the field of modular
function for C.
Define the ath inverse cyclotomic polynomial fa(X) ¥ A[X] for a ¥ A,
by fa(X)=ra(X−1) X |a|. Then we have t(az)=t |a|/fa(t).
Theorem 1.2 [6]. D(z) has the product expansion
D(z)=−p¯q
2−1tq−1 D
a ] 0
a ¥ A
fq
2−1
a (t).
2. MODULAR FUNCTION m
Note that
D(z)=−p¯q
2−1tq−1 D
a ¥ A
a : monic
f (q
2−1)(q−1)
a (t).
Gekeler [7] defined the function
g=p¯t
1
q+1 D
a ¥ A
a : monic
fq−1a (t).
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For c=(ac
b
d) ¥ C(1),
gq+1(c(z))=(det c)−1 (cz+d)q+1 gq+1(z).
Now we define
m(z)=
gq+1
gq+1(Tz)
.
Let m :=m(z). Then mq−1=D(z)/D(Tz).
Proposition 2.1. m is a generator of C(X0(T)).
Proof. For c ¥ C0(T), put cŒ=( ac/T bTd ). Then
m(cz)=
gq+1(c(z))
gq+1(Tc(z))
=
(det c)−1 (cz+d)q+1 gq+1(z)
(det cŒ)−1 (cz+d)q+1 gq+1(Tz).
Since det c=det cŒ, m(z) is invariant under c. Since the powers of X in
fa(X) are divisible by q−1, define
ga(X)=fa(X
1
q−1)−1 ¥ A[X].
Then
m=
t< a ¥ A
a : monic
fq
2−1
a (t)
t(Tz)< a ¥ A
a : monic
fq
2−1
a (t(Tz))
=s−1(1+Ts) D
a ¥ A
a : monic
1 1+ga(s)
1+ga(sq/(1+Ts)q−1)
2q2−1
=s−1+h(s),
where h is a power series with coefficients in A. Thus m ¥ C(X0(T)). Since
D(z) is non-vanishing on W, so is m. From the Proposition 1.1, we can
conclude that [C(X0(T)) : C(m)]=deg(m).=1. L
3. MODULAR EQUATION
Let m be a monic polynomial in A. Let
Sm=˛Rab
cd
S ¥ C | a, d : monic, (a, b, d)=1, ad=m, deg b < deg dˇ .
Define k(m) to be the number of elements in Sm.
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We get the following lemmas whose proofs are the same as the classical
case [5].
Lemma 3.1. Let r=(ac
b
d) ¥M2(A) be a primitive matrix with determi-
nant m prime to n. Suppose that (a, n)=1 and c is divisible by n. Then there
exists an element c ¥ C0(n) such that r=ca for some a ¥ Sm.
Lemma 3.2. If (m, n)=1, multiplication on the right by an element
c ¥ C0(n) induces a permutation of the sets C0(n) a where a ¥ Sm.
We are now ready to define the modular equation for m.
Definition 3.3. For m prime to T, we define the modular equation for
m(z) by
FTm(X)=D
a ¥ Sm
(X−m(a(z))).
Proposition 3.4. FTm(X) ¥ A[X, m].
Proof. By exactly the same proof of the Proposition 2.3 in [2], one can
show that the t-expansions of the coefficients of FTm(X) lie in A((t)). Also
the coefficients are invariant under C0(T) and holomorphic on W. Thus the
coefficients of FTm(X) lie in C(X0(T)). Since they have pole at infinity, they
are holomorphic at 0. Thus one can show that the coefficients of FTm(X)
are polynomials in m with coefficients in A. L
We may view FTm(X) as a polynomial in two variables X and m with
coefficients in A.We write it as
FTm(X, m) ¥ A[X, m].
Theorem 3.5. (1) FTm(X, m) is irreducible over C(m) and has degree
k(m).
(2) FTm(X, m)=F
T
m(m, X).
(3) FTm(m, m) is a polynomial in m of deg > 1 with its leading coeffi-
cient ±1.
Proof. The proofs are the same as Theorem 2.4 in [2]. L
Let p be a monic prime element in A.Write
FTp (X, Y)=X
|p|+1+Y |p|+1+C
|p|
m=0
C
|p|
n=0
am, nXmYn.
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Following the same method in [3], we obtain the explicit form of the
FTp (X, Y).
Example 3.6. Let k=F2(T) and p=T+1. Then
FTp (X, Y)=X
3+Y3+X2Y2+(T+1)(X2Y+XY2)+T3XY.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field, that is, K is a quadratic extension
of k where . does not split. Let OK be the maximal order in K.
Proposition 3.7. Let w0 ¥ OK be a root of a quadratic equation
z2−T(w0) z+N(w0)=0 where T and N denote, respectively, the trace and
the norm from K to k. Then m(w0) is an algebraic integer.
Proof. Let a ¥ A be divisible by T and b ¥ A not divisible by T and prime
to a. Put m=a2N(w0)+abT(w0)+b2. Then (m, T)=1 and w0=rw0 where
r=RaT(w0)+b −aN(w0)
a b
S
has determinant m. Since r satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1, it can be
written as ca for some c ¥ C0(T) and a ¥ Sm. Hence, m(w0)=(m p a)(w0)
and m(w0) satisfies the equation F
T
m(X, X)=0, which by virtue of Propo-
sition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 is a monic integral polynomial. Thus m(w0) is
an algebraic integer. L
More generally, we have the following result for imaginary quadratic
numbers which are not necessarily algebraic integers, and which therefore
supersedes Proposition 3.7.
Theorem 3.8. Let K be as before. Let w be a root of az2+bz+c=0 in
K 5 W with (a, T)=1. Then m(w) is an algebraic integer.
Proof. This is the same proof as (3.4) Theorem in [5]. L
4. APPLICATION TO CLASS FIELDS
For n ¥ A and a=(a1, a2) ¥ (n−1A/A)2, define
ea(z)=eLz (a1z+a2)
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where Lz=[z, 1]. Then ea is a modular form of weight −1 for C(n).
Define the Fricke function
ha(z)=g(z) ea(z)q−1.
Then c ¥ C(1) acts on ha via hca(z)=hac(z). It is easy to see that
hac(z)=ha(c(z)) and that h
c
a=ha for c ¥ C(n). Then C(X(n)) is a Galois
extension of C(j) generated by ha, a ¥ (n−1A/A)2. Let Fn=k(j, ha: a ¥
(n−1A/A)2) and F=1n Fn.
Let
Uf=D
v
finite
GL2(Av)
and
G(Af)=DŒ
v
finite
GL2(kv)
where Af denotes the ring of finite adeles and <Œ means the restricted
product with respect to Uf. Now we define a map y: G(Af)Q Autk(F) as
follows. For u ¥ Uf, define y(u) ¥ Gal(F/F1) by hy(u)a =hau for every
a ¥ k2/A2. For c ¥ GL2(k) and h ¥ F, define hy(c)=h p c. Then on
GL2(k) 5 Uf=C(1), the two definitions coincide from the fact that
hac(z)=ha(c(z)) and j(c(z))=j(z). Since G(Af)=UfGL2(k), we can
define y(w) for any w ¥ G(Af). Then y is a well-defined homomorphism
([10]).
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. Let I be the group of the ideles in
K without .-component and let Kab the maximal abelian extension of K
where the infinite place splits completely. Let ( , K): IQ Gal(Kab/K) be the
Artin homomorphism in class field theory. Fix a point w ¥K 5 W. Define
an embedding
q: Kg Q GL2(k)
x W Rab
cd
S ,
such that xw=aw+b and x=cw+d. Observe that q(x)(w)=w. By the
continuity, we can extend q to an embedding of I, and denote it again by
q: IQ G(Af).
We then have the following Shimura’s reciprocity law.
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Theorem 4.1 [10]. Suppose f ¥ F is defined at w. If Kab(f(w)) is a
separable extension of Kab, then f(w) lies in Kab and fy(q(s))(w)=f(w) (s
−1, K)
for all s ¥ I. If Kab(f(w)) is not separable over Kab, then it is a purely inse-
parable extension of Kab. In this case, we can extend (s−1, K) uniquely to an
embedding of Kab(f(w)) over K. We denote it again by (s−1, K). Then
fy(q(s))(w)=f(w) (s
−1, K).
Let w satisfies a quadratic equation aw2+bw+c=0 where a, b, c ¥ A
and (a, b, c)=1. As in the classical case (cf. [1]), for the A-lattice
Lw=[w, 1], one can show that the order OLw of Lw is equal to [aw, 1]
where OLw={z ¥K | z Lw … Lw}.
Given a fractional ideal a=[w1, w2] of OK, let w=w1/w2. Let w satis-
fies the equation aw2+bw+c=0 where a, b, c ¥ A and (a, b, c)=1. Then
by the above remark, we know that [aw, 1]=OK.
Lemma 4.2. Let f be a modular function for C(n) with rational coeffi-
cients in the expansion in tn. Let (x) be a principal ideal of OK relatively
prime to n. Write x=l(aw)+m in OK. And let cx be a matrix in C(1) whose
image in GL2(A/nA) is equal to (
−bl+m
alN(x)−1
−cl
mN(x)−1). Then the action of (x) on
f(w) is given by
f(w)[(x), Kn/K]=f(cx(w)), (1)
where Kn is the ray class field of conductor n and [(x), Kn/K] denotes the
Artin symbol.
Proof. Let (x) correspond to an idele s=(1, ...; x, ...) ¥ I where we put
1 on each place dividing n and x on the other places. Then
q(s)=1I2, ...; R−bl+m −cl
al m
S , ...2
because xw=(law+m) w=(−bl+m) w−cl and x=law+m. Then
q(s−1)=1I2, ...; 1N(x) R m cl−al −bl+mS , ...2
=1R−bl+m −cl
al m
S , ...; I2, ...2 1N(x) R m cl−al −bl+mS
=u a,
where u=((−bl+mal
−cl
m ), ...; I2, ...) and a=
1
N(x) (
m
−al
cl
−bl+m) ¥ GL2(k). Since
det(−bl+mal
−cl
m )=N(x) is relatively prime to n, u belongs to Uf. Write
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u=(uv). Note that uv is congruent to (
−bl+m
al
−cl
m ) modulo nM2(Av) for any
finite valuation v. Put un=(
−bl+m
al
−cl
m ) ¥ GL2(A/nA) and cx=(10 0det(un)−1) un
=( −bl+malN(x)−1
−cl
mN(x)−1) ¥6GL2(A/nA) where 6GL2(A/nA)={c ¥ GL2(A/nA) |
det c ¥ Fgq} which is isomorphic to C(1)/C(n). And we lift cx to a matrix cx
in C(1). Then we derive from Theorem 4.1
f(w)[(x), Kn/K]=fy(q(s
−1))(w)=fy(u) y(a)(w)=fy(un) y(a)(w)
=f(cxa(w)) since f has rational coefficients
=f(cx(w)) since a=q(x−1).
This proves the lemma. L
Theorem 4.3. Let K and w be as before. Then m(w) generates the ring
class field with conductor T if (a, T)=1 and the Hilbert class field if
(a, T)=T.
Proof. Since m is a modular function for C0(T) with rational coeffi-
cients in s-expansion, m(w) lands in KT [9]. Let IK(T) be the group of all
fractional OK-ideals relatively prime to TOK and FL/K: IK(T)Q Gal(L/K)
be the Artin map for a subfield L of KT. We set L1=K(m(w)) for sim-
plicity. We will show that ker(FL1/K)=PK, A(T) if (a, T)=1 and
ker(FL1/K)=PK(T) if (a, T)=T where PK(T) is the subgroup of IK(T)
generated by principal ideals and PK, A(T) is the subgroup of IK(T) gener-
ated by principal ideals xOK with x — m mod T, m ¥ A and (m, T)=1. Let
a ¥ ker(FL1/K). Then FL1/K(a)=[a, L1/K] fixes m(w) and so it fixes j(w),
too. Since K(j(w)) is the Hilbert class field of K, a ¥ PK(T). Thus we can
write a=xOK where x is an element of OK with (N(x), T)=1. If
x=l(aw)+m is in A(aw)+A=OK, then by (1) we claim that (x) ¥
ker(FL1/K) if and only if cx ¥ C0(T) ·C(1)x where C(1)x={c ¥ C(1) |
c(x)=x}. If c ¥ C(1)x and c ] ±1, then x is an elliptic point, and then
k(x)=k·Fq2 [8]. But it is impossible. Thus C(1)x={±1}. Now it then
follows that for (x) ¥ IK(T),
(x) ¥ ker(FL1/K). cx ¥ C0(T). T | al .
T
(a, T)
: l
.
˛ (x) ¥ PK(T) if (a, T)=T
(x) ¥ PK, A(T) if (a, T)=1.
This proves our theorem. L
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